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Abstract: Cloud models enables on-demand network ac-
cess conveniently from shared computing resources such as
application, services, servers computing and storage which
can be quickly provided and delivered with minimum man-
agement effort or less interaction of the service provider.
Surrogation placement techniques are necessary for content
delivery to determine content to be stored into another dis-
tributed surrogate servers geographically in the cloud net-
work to fulfill end-user requirements with quality of service
(QoS). Cloud computing services host large number of vir-
tual machines (VMs) for demanding conditions as virtual-
ization where surrogation placement in required. In this
review, an logical perspective on cloud computing in virtu-
alization by surrogation placement techniques are provided
for economical utilization of energy consumption and effi-
cient resource management.
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I Introduction

Cloud computing is basically a distributed computing net-
work model for enabling convenient and accessible, on-
demand network to a shared bunch of configurable and re-
liable computing resources such as servers, networks, appli-
cations, storage and services which can be rapidly supplied
and brought out with minimal management effort or inter-
action of service providers [1]. It rapidly provide resources
with minimal management effort and service provider inter-
action [2]. The underlying concept of cloud computing is
to bring the specific services from shared resources with the
help of virtualization technology [3]. The aim of cloud com-
puting model is to produce a powerful usage of distributed
resources, assign them along to make high turnout and to
control large-scale computation efficiently and economically
[4]. Cloud computing architecture as shown in Figure 1 is
classified into three levels of model [5]. computing services
.

• Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS): IaaS is basi-
cally hardware and software resources that operate it
all like servers, networks, storage and operating sys-
tems. Cloud computing substitute primarily hardware
resources. Users of IaaS layer manage to support appli-
cations and functional systems, however there is no re-

Figure 1: Cloud Computing Architecture

quirement for server, networking hardware and storage,
so it is an information center to control the hardware.
Popular example of this supplier corporation is Amazon
[6].

• Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS): PaaS is a collection
of services and tool developed to create coding and de-
ploy applications fast and efficiently. Cloud computing
replaces machine language by providing the system to
execute software system of the user. The example of
PaaS is the suppliers, corporations such as Google [7].

• Software-as-a-Service (SaaS): SaaS applications are
developed for end-users service over the network. The
cloud users interact directly with this cloud software
system and pays for usages. Popular examples of SaaS
supplier is Google Apps [8][9].

II Cloud Content Delivery Net-

work (CDN)

Recent advances in utility and cloud computing allow leasing
resources, such as storage and bandwidth, to build Content
delivery Networks (CDNs) in the cloud [10]. There is a grow-
ing trend to deploy cloud-based CDNs (CCDNs) or to com-
plement traditional CDN infrastructure with cloud-based
delivery, management and analytic services. Undoubtedly,
there is a move to CCDNs – which is evident by the increase
in traffic across datacenters, attributed largely to CCDNs
[11].
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III Cloud Data Center

With rapid growth in information and data flow, storage ser-
vice is going to be the biggest business organization, along
with the storage cost and enhancement are other key fac-
tors. This known approach of data storage service is the
cloud data center (CDC). Cloud data centers is a group
of heterogeneous computing with storage components clus-
tered together to host various applications and to store data,
using very fast communication links [12][13]. The customer
pay charges to the cloud operator for cloud resource appli-
cation usage based on the “pay-as-you-go” service model.
This service model certifies that the customer pays only for
the resources they have actually used in the specified time
duration. Moreover, CDC offers a wide range of service
types to be accessed via web links. However, cloud com-
putational cost and application performance are profoundly
affected due to internal resource fragmentation (low server
utilization) and bandwidth constraints imposed by the CDC
network architecture design [14][15].

Network architecture is a vital element in CDC network
design since it significantly influences CDC throughput.
Modern data center network architecture designs are based
on the hierarchical tree-based Three-Tier architecture. In
three-tier architecture, the core layer connects CDC to the
Internet backbone, the aggregation layer implements as-
sorted functionalities such as firewalls and content switching,
and the access layer ensures inter-rack connectivity. Accord-
ing to network routing protocol design, CDC architecture is
classified as switch-centric, server-centric, and hybrid mod-
els [16]. Figure 2 highlights a set of services offered by CDC
to its consumers. As depicted in Figure 2, the cloud opera-
tor controls and manages the cloud services, including PaaS,
SaaS and IaaS.

Figure 2: Cloud Service Models

Among others, the SaaS service model offers accounting
applications, including e-commerce, office automation, and

knowledge management services. Likewise, IaaS model en-
compasses hardware resources such as storage, processor,
and network [17]. Alternatively, PaaS service model offers
several cloud execution platforms, such as developer stu-
dio, database management software (DBMS), groupware,
and operating systems (OS) to help the IT professionals to
develop, deploy, test, debug, and host sophisticated web ap-
plications. Within a CDC, virtualization proficiently man-
ages the cloud resources to effectively offer aforementioned
services to the customer [18].

IV Surrogation Placement in
Cloud Computing

Surrogation placement has become a fundamental element
in today’s CDC owing to the support of isolating, consolidat-
ing and migrating server workload. VM migration schemes
migrate the state of virtual devices (e.g. memory, CPU,
I/O) between physical hosts during the surrogation place-
ment process [19][20]. The hypervisors migrate a surro-
gation placement either in non-live or live communication
mode. The non-live surrogation placement mode does not
service the migrant applications during surrogation place-
ment but the live surrogation placement mode does.

Virtual machine migration schemes seek to upgrade man-
ageability, fault tolerance, and application’s performance
within a CDC. Figure 3 illustrates a general overview of a
distributed CDC framework, wherein a VM is migrated (live
mode) from an underutilized server to a resource-rich server
to power off the former for efficient resource utilization.

Figure 3: VM Migration Process on Distributed CDC

The global manager manages a set of physical servers
(preferably a cluster) and creates surrogation placement
for the new application in response to the request by the
dispatcher module. However, the local manager examines
the system components’ health and recommends the global
manager to migrate a few VMs if required. In response,
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the global manager signals the VMM to trigger surroga-
tion placement. Figure 3 presents surrogation placement
between servers located under same administrative domain,
however, surrogation placement can be triggered across the
CDCs owned and managed by different providers.

Figure 4: Applications under Surrogation Placement

The VM migration technology assists to achieve various
resource management objectives as shown in Figure 4. A
detailed discussion on the applications of VM migration is
as explained below:

• Power management To attain power efficiency within
a CDC, surrogation placement process shifts complete
server workload from an under-loaded server (e.g. when
resource usage below a threshold) to an underutilized
server to switch off the former. Server consolidation and
DVFS enabled VM migration methods aggressively co-
locate the surrogation placements and decrease CPU
clock rate, respectively, to achieve power efficiency
within a CDC at the cost of application’s performance
degradation.

• Resource sharing The application performance degrada-
tion issue due to sharing limited system resources, such
as system memory, cache, or CPU cycles, can be re-
solved by relocating resource hungry surrogation place-
ment server to a resource-rich server. However, high
system resource sharing reduces cloud operational cost
as unnecessary servers can be switched off.

• Fault tolerance A fault-tolerant system triggers surro-
gation placement prior to fault happening. It migrates
back VM to the original server after system mainte-
nance endowment, if necessary. A fault-tolerant system
vastly improves the system availability to enhance the
CDC reliability feature.

• System maintenance Provisioning the peri-
odic/dynamic maintenance extends system life
time. Surrogation placement technology shifts running
application to another host to continue servicing the
application during system maintenance time.

• Load balancing Load balancing helps cloud operator to
avoid single point of failure by distributing the server
workload across several physical hosts within a CDC.
Server’s workload beyond its capacity degrades system
performance; thus, load balancing approaches (using
surrogation placement) reduce the possibility of appli-
cation performance degradation by eliminating subhot-
spots within CDC.

• Mobile computing Mobile computing exploits VM mi-
gration technology to augment portable computing ca-
pabilities. Nowadays, users do not prefer to work on
desktop computers only. Rather, they prefer to work
on smart phones while they are on the move. VM
migration technology helps a user to migrate running
applications along OS states from a desktop server to
smart phone or vice versa

V Proposed Approach

Surrogation placement process, and thoroughly explained
various surrogation placement schemes can improve applica-
tion and network performance within Cloud Data Centers.
It analyzed current surrogation placement schemes based
on a thematic taxonomy and highlighted the commonalities
and variances among VM migration schemes based on the
selected performance parameters. It can solve the issues and
challenges in existing VM migration schemes to design an
optimal live surrogation placement scheme.

The challenges faced by surrogation placement schemes
are very dynamic. Cloud resource heterogeneity, unpre-
dictable workload nature, system workload, server memory
size and resource-awareness are computationally inexpensive
VM migration schemes. Large-sized VM memory can extend
migration time and service downtime. Incorporating opti-
mization methods such as memory contents compression,
fine granular duplication, and dynamic write throttling in-
strumentation can improve application performance at the
cost of required system resources. Finally, security is an-
other major threat to the VM migration process and it can
be safeguarded by preventing compromised entities’ access
to VM migration, isolating VM boundaries, and securing
the network connections. Efficient placement of the VM can
improved the overall performance of the system.

VI Conclusion

In this paper, a brief survey about the virtual machine mi-
gration and its importance, kinds of surrogation placement,
working principle of pre copy and post copy migration are
discussed. This survey explains about the various techniques
used to reduce the downtime during virtual machine migra-
tion. Finally a proposed aspect and approaches are dis-
cussed for virtual machine environments for better effective-
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ness. So it is a critical task to choose a technique that is
suitable for both the cloud user and cloud provider.
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